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Description: ‘Mix a Pancake’ is a popular nursery rhyme. It provides the basic
verbs used when cooking which are easy to act out and understand. Use the
chant for a Total Physical Response activity and teach learners about food,
cooking, and even about British and American cuisine.



Activity Tips

Acting it out #language skills

Ask the learners to act out the poem by copying your movements. Using Total
Physical Response (TPR) is one of the greatest methods of teaching English.

Learning new words #vocabulary

Stick picture cards on di�erent parts of the (class)room. Learn the ‘pancake’
vocabulary by going around the (class)room and naming the picture cards on the
walls. Practice words by asking the learners to go to these ingredients using
di�erent types of movements, e.g.: “Run to the flour.” / “Hop to the oil.” / “Crawl to
the jam.” / “Run to the eggs.” Then, collect these ingredients and put them in a
bowl, emphasizing “in”.

Pancake sensory box #cognitive skills

Use a scarf to cover the student’s eyes. Their task is to guess the ingredients by
touching or smelling them. You can use toppings (whipped cream, strawberry, jam)
to make it funnier.

Pancake shopping list #vocabulary #language skills

Match the picture cards to the word cards. Then, ask your learners to write a
shopping list using the first worksheet below. They can have a peek from the word
cards.



International Pancake Day Ideas

Did you know? There’s an International Pancake Day! It’s connected to Shrove
Tuesday which is one day before Ash Wednesday. In British and American schools
they often organize races to celebrate pancakes. Here are just a few ideas:

Pancake towers #arts&crafts

Ask your learners to prepare their own frying pans using paper plates and a
piece of cardboard. Divide the class into two groups. Ask the learners to stand in
line, their task is to build a pancake tower from paper pancakes without touching
the pancakes with their hands. They can only use their brand new frying pans.

Pancake toss #arts&crafts

Ask your learners to use their frying pans and a cardboard pancake. How many
times can your learners toss the pancake in the pan without the pancake falling
down?

Pancake design #vocabulary #language skills

Use the second worksheet below. Ask the students to design two di�erent
pancakes, then, their task is to list the name of the toppings. After the activity
they can use short sentences to introduce their pancakes, e.g.: “There’s whipped
cream on my pancake.”



Class cookbook #project #language skills

Divide the class into smaller groups and ask them to collect and write down
recipes (1 recipe/sheet). Ask them to decorate the sheets as well. When everybody
has finished, glue together the pages, and the class cookbook is ready.
How many recipes do they know by heart?

Flowchart #language skills #cognitive skills

Ask your students to create an extremely detailed flowchart of how a pancake is
made. How many steps does the longest chart have? Encourage them to illustrate
their ideas.







Picture Cards



Word Cards

milk
sparkling water

flour
eggs

pancakes


